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ABSTRACT

based on OpenCL 1.1 [2]. Similarly to GP-GPUs programming, data must be transferred into shared local memory
prior to computation in order to take advantage of lowlatency accesses; this is done explicitly in STHORM programming using OpenCL built-in functions for asynchronous
work-group copy. In this work we have extended the standard run-time to have direct and explicit control on memory
allocation and scheduling of both kernels and DMA transfers.

Nowadays Embedded Computer Vision (ECV) is considered
a technology enabler for next generation killer apps, and
scientific and industrial communities are showing a growing
interest in developing applications on high-end embedded
systems. Modern many-core accelerators are a promising
target for running common ECV algorithms, since their architectural features are particularly suitable in terms of data
access patterns and program control flow. In this work we
propose a set of software optimization techniques, mainly
based on data tiling and local buffering policies, which are
specifically targeted to accelerate the execution of OpenVXbased ECV applications by exploiting the memory hierarchy
of STHORM many-core accelerator.

2.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1 [Software]: Programming Techniques; I.4 [Computing
methodologies]: Image processing and computer vision;
C.1.4 [Processor architectures]: Parallel architectures—
mobile processing
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1.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

Our target platform is the STHORM SoC by STMicroelectronics, previously known as P2012 [1]. STHORM is a
many-core computing accelerator based on processor tiles
interconnected by an asynchronous network-on-chip. Each
tile (called cluster ) features 16 dual-issue STxP70 cores,
supporting independent instruction streams. Each cluster
also contains a multi-banked one-cycle access L1 scratchpad
memory, and a dual-channel DMA engine. A L2 scratchpad
memory is shared by all clusters, and it is used by software
run-time to store accelerator binaries; to minimize SoC size
and power consumption, this architecture has no data cache.

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

OpenVX [3] is a cross-platform API standard which aims
at enabling hardware vendors to provide an interface for
accelerated CV low-level primitives. The execution model
of OpenVX is based on a directed acyclic graph of vision
kernels, with data as linkage. Listing 1 shows an OpenVX
sample code that implements a Sobel filter.
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vx_context ctx = v xCre ate Cont ext ();
vx_image imgs [] = {
vxCreateImage ( ctx , width , height , FOURCC_RGB ) ,
[...]
vxCreateImage ( ctx , width , height , FOURCC_U8 ) ,
};
vx_node nodes [] = {
v x C o l o r C o n v e r t N o d e ( graph , imgs [0] , imgs [1]) ,
vxSobel3x3Node ( graph , imgs [1] , imgs [2] , imgs [3]) ,
vx Magn itud eNod e ( graph , imgs [2] , imgs [3] , imgs [4]) ,
vx Thre shol dNod e ( graph , imgs [4] , thresh , imgs [5]) ,
};
vxVerifyGraph ( graph );
vxProcessGraph ( graph );
}

Listing 1: OpenVX application snippet (C code)
Before being executed, an OpenVX program must be verified
to guarantee some mandatory properties of the vision graph.
At the end of the canonical verification stage, we introduce
the following algorithms:

The programming environment for STHORM platform is
• Node scheduling. A scheduling is determined through a
breadth-first visit of the graph, and nodes that release
more data references are prioritized. At each step a
single kernel node is selected for execution, and all the
accelerator cores are always allocated to the running
kernel.
• Buffer allocation. The allocation policy specifies the
maximum number of buffers that are allocated in L1
memory, and their association to input/output graph

Figure 1: Speed-up w.r.t. sequential C code
image parameters. The visit order of the scheduling
algorithm guarantees that allocated buffers are used
and then released as soon as possible.
• Buffer sizing. This algorithm computes the maximum
size for allocated buffers in L1 memory. Graph input/output data reside in L3 memory, and to fit L1
buffers the images are partitioned into smaller blocks
(tiles). The allowed size for tiles strictly depends on
access patterns used by kernels. A tiling descriptor
specifies the minimum image area used by each kernel
to compute a single output value.
Our main goal is the maximization of execution efficiency,
defined as the amount of time that accelerator cores spend
to execute kernel code over the total graph execution time
spent on accelerator side. This implies to minimize waiting
time due to memory transfers to and from L3 memory.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2: Analysis of accelerator efficiency

3.2

Execution efficiency

Figure 2 depicts the accelerator efficiency fo the selected
benchmarks, computed as the percentage of total graph execution time over 100 graph instances. At execution time
the cores are actually executing kernel instructions. The
wait time is the time for node scheduling in the OpenCL
run-time, that is the waiting time to complete DMA transfers before node execution. Finally, the stall time includes
the stall cycles due to floating-point unit and memory contention on the cluster local interconnect (instruction cache,
L1 memory banks).
The wait time for Sobel filter is about 40% of the total,
due to the fact that DMA transfers are longer than kernel
computations.

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work we have proposed a set of techniques to improve
execution efficiency of CV algorithms on the STHORM platform, and we have implemented a framework with an OpenVX
standard front-end that implements these features. Experimental results shows that our approach to localized execution of vision kernels provides huge benefits in terms of
speed-up.

We have executed a set of experiments on a STHORM evaluation board featuring a Cortex-A9 host processor (667 MHz)
and a STHORM chip (430 MHz). The L3 memory bridge
is clocked very conservative at 40MHz, so the bandwidth is
limited to 320MB/s for the read channel and 160MB/s for
the write channel. Compared with ARM processor, which
uses all the DDR3 bandwidth (1.25GBps per channel), STHORM Our future work will be focused on extending this approach,
with the aim to apply it to other many-core accelerators.
chip is severely penalized. This is a worst case w.r.t. to a
fully integrated SoC, where the accelerator has a greater L3
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